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News from the principal – Jo Emond 
Hope and Happiness - This week we are finding ourselves sort of in the middle some-
where of our second remote learning experience for 2020! It is truly tough going for eve-
ryone but I am continually reminded of the importance of being hopeful and enjoying 
every small moment of joy and happiness. The teachers and staff at LPS are privileged to 
experience these moments of joy and happiness through our wonderful students and 
families who are choosing to do their very best with remote learning. Sharing our stu-
dent’s great work and such creative thinking via See Saw and WebEx sessions gives us real 
hope for the future and for the future learning of all our students.  

New learning packs for weeks 8, 9 and 10 - have been prepared by our very busy and dedicated staff and have 
been mailed. We have no information for you about the last week of term in regards to students returning to 
school. We would rather be prepared so have sent you tasks for week 10 in case remote learning continues for the 
entire term. 

On Tuesday evening Michel Carr Gregg (psychologist) presented an online webinar for parents “Managing the coro-
nacoaster – tips for building resilient families during the corona era”.  
He presented some interesting facts to help keep us centred and grounded -  

98% of people with COVID19 recover 
Children are infected less often 
We are flattening the curve again 
We are building a solid response to future pandemics 
The internet has facilitated social connection 

Here is an excerpt from “Stressed Aussie Parents Struggle with Home Schooling”. April 7, 2020: Micheal Carr 
Gregg – I hope you find this useful! 
News of the coronavirus is everywhere, from the front page of all the papers, social media feeds and of course the 
school yard. Many parents are wondering how to bring up the epidemic in a way that will be reassuring and not 
make kids more worried than they already may be.  Parents shouldn’t avoid talking about it, because not talking 
about something can actually make young people more anxious. As a psychologist I'd encourage parents to use the 
conversation as an opportunity to convey the facts, with simple messages, all the while setting a positive, optimistic 
emotional tone.  Parents should be purveyors of hope. The 6 main points to make are: 
News of the coronavirus is everywhere, from the front page of all the papers, social media feeds and of course the 
school yard. Many parents are wondering how to bring up the epidemic in a way that will be reassuring and not 
make kids more worried than they already may be.  Parents shouldn’t avoid talking about it, because not talking 
about something can actually make young people more anxious. As a psychologist I'd encourage parents to use the 
conversation as an opportunity to convey the facts, with simple messages, all the while setting a positive, optimistic 
emotional tone.  Parents should be purveyors of hope. 
 The 6 main points to make are: 
1. Reassure your child this is a virus not the plague, the fact is that most people only get a mild illness and fully recover with-
in a few weeks
2. Remind them that children very rarely get sick and when they do it is usually just like a cold.
3. Describe what the main symptoms are and encourage them to let you know if they feel unwell.
4. Reassure them that their pets are not affected.
5. Tell them that we all have to change our behaviours, wash our hands more, practice not touching our face as much, learn
coughing etiquette, and a foot tap instead of handshake.
6. Let them know about all the scientists across the world who are working together to find vaccines and treatments. If they
are concerned about grandparents or others, validate this as a sign of how caring and loving they are and focus on positive
messages about the medical care and support available.

Child safe: 

Lancefield Primary 
School is committed to 

child safety. 



News from the principal continued… 

Parental self care during the coronavirus shutdown 

Exercise 
Get outside 
Stay Connected 
Cook and bake healthy food 
Learn something new online 
Do some therapy online 

For Adults: 
Ecouch – ecouch.anu.edu.au/welcome 
This Way Up – thiswayup.org.au 
OCD? Not Me! – ocdnotme.com.au 

For Anxious Teens and Children: 
Moodgym – moodgym.com.au 
The Brave Program – brave4you.psy.uq.edu.au 

The Control Tool: This is such an important tool for all 
of us to think about and remember in our daily lives! 

There are certain things we can control and the rest we 
must accept and try not to overthink and let them go! 

School Wide Positive Behaviours School   

It’s great to see WebEx expectations being followed as we continue with Remote Learning. 
This week we celebrate some of You Can Do It work from Grades 4, 5 and 6. Focusing on Be-
ing Resilient and Positive Self Talk, two very useful tools to have with you at all times but es-
pecially now! Thanks for your efforts and keep up the positive attitude. 

https://ecouch.anu.edu.au/welcome
https://thiswayup.org.au/
https://www.ocdnotme.com.au/
https://moodgym.com.au/
https://brave4you.psy.uq.edu.au/


From the Preps  
Another big fortnight has flown by with the Preps. The kids continue to produce 
some amazing work. We are wrapping up our sessions on procedural writing and the 
kids are attempting to write their own procedure. Some of the topics chosen in-
clude; how to plant a tree, how to brush your teeth and how to kick a goal at foot-
ball. 
We have been learning about money and the kids have amazed me with their 
knowledge in this area. They have been able to recognise all of the notes and coins 
and have totalled up small amounts of coins. 
A highlight of the week has been our Fun Friday Webex where we pick a silly topic 
for the morning meeting. Last week was bring an animal to the meeting and what a 
sight it was. We had dogs, cats, rabbits, guinea pigs, a turtle and even a very disobe-
dient rooster join us. 
I have had a few parents notice other schools have celebrated the 100 days of Prep 
and were wondering if we will do the same. At this current time the Preps have been on site for 72 days. I am 
a bit of traditionalist and think we will celebrate the day that the kids have spent 100 days on the school 
grounds. We look forward to having our celebration during Term 4. 
 
Until next time, 
Andrew 

Years 1’s 
The Year 1’s are continuing to expand on their understanding of money and have been producing some great 
work in the process. In Literacy, we have been using visual prompts, making words. We have also been learn-
ing more about writing a procedure and to tie into our class story ‘Charlie and the chocolate factory’ the stu-
dents have come up with their own Wonka style treats. I have seen some catchy names and some very inter-
esting ingredients being used.  
I have been pleased with the numbers for our WebEx sessions with the majority of students hopping on at 
some stage during the day and sharing their thoughts and ideas. We have also been enjoying wearing some 
fun hats during our FriYAY WebEx sessions. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 



Years 2/3 
This term the students have been exploring our inquiry topic ‘Changes All Around’. While learning from home 
over the past 2 weeks the 2/3s have conducted different science experiments. Each of these experiments ex-
plored the different states of matter- gas, solid and liquid. There were many photos of happy smiles when com-
pleting the tasks, especially the chocolate experiment! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In You Can Do It!, the 2/3 students have been developing their own Resilience Tool box to use in challenging 
situations to help keep calm, e.g. walk away or breathe slowly.  They have also had fun creating their own cosy 
spaces to visit when they are feeling overwhelmed and need a quiet place to reset. 

 

 
 

 

Thomas using 
gas to inflate a 
balloon 

Abbey 
Niamh using a hair dryer 
to melt the chocolate to 
make a liquid  

Lucy’s and Maddi-
son’s chocolate ex-
periment predica-
tions and results   

Finley and Harley’s tasting of the melted 

chocolate gets the thumbs up! 
Caitlin’s space 

Charlee’s very peaceful space  

Jack’s space 
Maisen’s calm place 

Ella’s resillence toolbox 



Years 4’s 
During remote learning, we have been learning about information reports. An information report allows the 
reader to learn specific facts/information on a certain topic. The grade 4s have been learning about different 
Australian inventions. Here are their information reports on some of them!  
 

By Zoe By Gabrielle 

By Rosie 



Years 5/6 
As part of Science Week we did a few home experiments. One involved creating an air cannon from a balloon 
and the other was looking at the psychology of magic with the State Library of Victoria. We all met with vary-
ing degrees of success, as we have come to expect working remotely, but a few dashes of persistence/
ingenuity, a bit of practise and viola! Magic and science happened! 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MUSIC 
SOME IDEAS FOR FAMILY FUN WITH MUSIC  
Musical Statues  
Musical statues is an excellent game for developing auditory discrimination. Children have to listen carefully for 
the difference between sound and silence. 
It is also great for developing control of the body and strengthening it while “freezing” in mid-air.  
How to play Musical statues: 
 Play music on a cd player or cell phone 
 While the music is playing, everyone dances around the room 
 Stop the music every now and then and everyone must freeze in the exact position they were dancing in 

when the music stopped 
 If you move, you are “out”. For young children, it is lots of fun to just keep freezing without anyone going 

“out” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Draw the Music  
In this activity you quite literally draw the music as you hear it. 
Provide large pieces of paper and pencils or wax crayons and draw what you hear. 
They could draw: 
 How the music makes you feel 
 Draw wavy lines or zig-zags to represent slow, flowing music or fast, choppy music 
 Draw the beats you hear (e.g. draw short and long lines for short and long sounds) 
Keep this totally open and allow your child to surprise you with how he interprets and draws the music. Draw 
your own interpretation at the same time and see how your pictures differ. 

5/6 Visual Art  
POP ART-STREET ART 

This week the 5/6s have started their fo-
cus on Pop Art and its similarities with 
Street Art. They are similar in the way they 
both use bright, bold colours, incorporate 
recognisable, common images and include 
a sense of humour and satire in their art-
works. The students have 
been encouraged to 
attempt their own street 
art pieces, using the works 
of Kitt Bennett, a Mel-
bourne based artist who 
paints giant murals on the 
ground, as influence.     
Bec Borg  

Kitt Bennett – ‘street’ art 



Art  
P-1: Round and Spotty Photography 
Continuing our work using round shapes and lines, preps and grade ones have taken some beautiful photo-
graphs of things from around their home. Well done everyone on the fantastic range of photographs. 

Grade 2/3: Sewing 
Grade 2/3 students are working on sewing their own toy, at the moment we are in the process of sewing around 
the outline of toys and all working at our own pace. 

 
Grade 4: Drawing  
Grade 4s are working on developing their persistence by extending the level of time and detail and focus used in 
their drawing. They’re trying different drawing techniques and thinking about how to control the lines, shapes 
and details in their work. 

 
 



Physical Education 
with Michelle Waterman 

In P.E. we are utilising home-made equipment such as small bean bags with zip lock bags filled with rice and 
balled up socks to complete tasks that help us improve hand-eye coordination and using both left and right 
sides of the body.  This week we are trying our hand at juggling with 1, 2 and 3 balls or scarves. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some students like Ayla, used her 

sewing skills to make her own bean-

bag.  

Remote Learning Fitness 

 Remember to make time to get moving each 

day.  

 Get outside if possible.  

 Include small movement breaks into the ‘school 

day’, like a game of hide & seek, kicking a footy, 

or dancing to your favourite song. 

 

 
Students completing throwing and 

catching skills and games. 



Stephanie Alexander  

Kitchen Garden (SAKG) 

 

 

 

 

Remote learning activities enjoyed by Prep and Grade One   

Observing Soil Life—we investigated soil in the garden, and the critters (mini beasts) living there. We found worms, grubs, 

millipedes, butchy boys, spiders and even a baby snake! We learnt how worms help our soil to improve. When our soil is 

healthy, we can grow healthy plants. Look how much fun we had! 

In our home kitchens we baked Banana and Oat Biscuits These biscuits 

are nutritious, as well as very delicious, made with no flour - just oats.  



Student Achievement Awards 

Congratulations to the following students for their Achievement Awards: 

Remote Learning Awards Week 5 Term 3 

Prep Harley For producing some outstanding pieces of work and his attentive listening during the  
   Webex sessions.    
1T Lucy For her enthusiasm towards remote learning and engaging in all activities. Thank you for 
   your hard work. Keep it up.  
23C India C For her fabulous organisation with our Webex session and using her Webex manners. As 
   well as her great reading of her chapter book in one of our sessions.   
23W Ella For taking care with the presentation of her Seesaw tasks and especially her ‘Apollo Bay  
   holiday reflection/memento power point.  Outstanding :) 
4NJ India J For demonstrating confidence during our Webex sessions and using fantastic manners.   
56K Hailee For her efforts with her work as well as acting on and responding with courtesy to feed 
   back.  Thank you. 
56W Jye C For his persistence and dedication to online learning, always editing his work after feed 
   back. 
PE Halle G For completing all 30 activities on the PE Bingo task.  
ART P-4 Emelia For demonstrating a strong understanding of colour and use of point when creating her  
    artwork.  
  Tahlia  For creating a cute puppet in response to the online learning task.   
ART 5-6 Luke N For his excellent use of colour to symbolise different objects and his application of a vari-
    ety of brush strokes . 
MUSIC Chelsea Using music terms when responding to the task this week.  
SAKG  Ethan GF For clearly sharing your excellent knowledge of worms in a video . 
ES  Bailey  For a fantastic start to remote learning and putting in a great effort when completing all  
    his tasks.  
ES  Zara  For being enthusiastic and engaged with her learning. 
   

Congratulations to the following students for their Achievement Awards: 

Remote Learning Awards Week 6 Term 3 

Prep Spencer Amazing effort writing a procedure about giving Wiffy Wilson a bath.      
1T Hunter For engaging in every WebEx session and his hard work in all learning areas. Keep up the 
   great work Hunter.     
23C Abbey For her fabulous commitment and hard work with developing her division skills.   
23W Charlee B For her powerful persuasive writing, especially  using sizzling starts that really engage the 
   reader.   
4NJ Jai VDK For participating enthusiastically during our Show Don’t Tell Webex session.   
56K Rylee For your positivity and enthusiasm with tasks, adding informative captions and meaning- 
   ful feedback. Thank you  
56W Jemma Always keeping on top of her tasks and approaching everything with remote enthusiasm.  
PE  DJ  For her committed efforts to master the coordination skills for an hour. 
 Cody  For his efforts making a range of home made beanbags to complete the PE tasks and dis-
    covery that filling a bag with water essentially just makes a water bomb.  
ART P-4 Chylle  For doing a great job of practicing his sewing skills and showing a great deal of care and  
    focus in his work. Well done, Chylle.       
MUSIC Tash  Going above and beyond with her music task. Great to see you exploring your passion. 
  Wei  Going above and beyond with his music task. It’s wonderful to see you exploring compos- 
    ing.  
SAKG  Sophie For enthusiastically making biscuits, and trying new flavours. Well done.  
ES  Lachlan R For his consistent effort and positive attitude every day during remote learning.  Keep up 
    the fantastic work.  
ES  Rosie  For always being considerate to other students and her positive attitude to learning. 






